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18V 200MM BRUSHLESS POLE SAW BARE (TOOL ONLY) DCMPS567N-XE

BY DEWALT

The DeWalt 18V XR Brushless Pole Saw, DCMPS567, is a

welcome addition to their specialised gardening range and is

the perfect solution for anyone trimming branches or hedges

at height. Its chainsaw head has an auto-oiling feature to

keep the cutting performance smooth and easy while the

whole machine stays well balanced, especially with the

battery attached. For safety, the trigger incorporates a

double switch that prevents you accidentally starting the

machine and the 200mm chainsaw bar has been specially

designed to minimise kick-back. Features:

200mm Bar with low kickback & auto-oiling chain for

enhanced safety

Brushed motor delivering up to 55 100 x 100cm cuts per

charge

Automatic oiling for smooth cutting performance

2m pole length, extendable to 2m offering a total reach of

4.5m for quick and easy reach to higher work areas

Metal bucking strips and tree hook for durable cutting grip

and easy removal of pruned branches

Dual switch increases jobsite safety by requiring both

switches to be activated

Support handle gives optimum comfort and control for extra

stability

Lightweight aluminum oval tube pole for maneuverability and

ease of use

SKU Option Part # Price

8728676 DCMPS567N-XE $349

Model

Type Pole Saw

SKU 8728676

Part Number DCMPS567N-XE

Barcode 5035048713631

Brand Dewalt

Technical - Main

Battery Voltage (V) 18V

Dimensions

Product Weight (Net Weight) 3.8 kg

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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Optimised weight and balance for comfortable and safe

operation

Specifications:

Bar length: 200mm

Oil tank capacity: 115mL

Chain Speed: 6.5m/s

Pole length: 2m

Extendable pole length: 2m

Max length: 4.5m

Weight: 3.8kg
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